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Abstract:    Free viewpoint video (FVV) system is one of 
the most attracting three-dimensional video applications in 
the future, which can offer depth impression of the 
observed scenery and allow interactive selection of 
viewpoint and direction. A color correction method is 
proposed in this paper to eliminate un-consistent color 
appearance between viewpoint images. Experimental 
results show that the proposed method is quite effective. 
 

1.  Introduction 
It has been recognized that multi-view video processing, 
including multi-view video color correction, multi-view 
video coding, virtual view rendering, etc, is the key 
technology for FVV[1]. Because multi-view video is taken 
from different viewpoints with multiple cameras, many 
factors, including light source, shadows, camera aperture, 
exposure time, non-linearity of transducer, and camera 
processing (such as auto-gain-control and color balancing) 
will affect the final image[2]. The un-consistent color 
between different views has a significant impact on 
ultimate 3D display and virtual viewpoint rendering. 

In this paper, a color correction method for multi-view 
video based on background segmentation and dominant 
color extraction is proposed. First, background is 
segmented from image by edge detection and disparity 
estimation. Then, with the theory of basic color categories 
(BCCs)[3], dominant colors[4] from the categories are 
extracted from background for reference image and input 
image, and then the corresponding color mapping 
relationships are built. Finally, by defining multi-view key 
frames, color correction is achieved for multi-view video. 
 
2.  The Proposed Method for Multi-view Video 
In multi-view imaging, foreground objects seem to be 
easier to be influenced by external factors than background. 
Therefore, background is first segmented from image. First, 
Susan edge detection is performed to extract object contour. 
By horizontally scanning edge blocks from left to right, 
disparity estimation is performed for edge blocks. Then 
background is extracted based on the disparity information 
since background usually is far away from cameras 
compared with foreground. Hadamard transform is used as 
similarity rule during block matching because it is 
insensitive to luminance/ chroma change. 
 
2. 1 Dominant Color Extraction 
After background segmentation, by using first color 
labeling and refined color labeling, each pixel (x,y) in 
background is described by one of the 11 BCCs and the 
corresponding probabilities iPxy belonging to ith BCC. The 

mean µi and standard deviation σi belonging to the ith 
BCCs can be computed by using the iPxy and pixel intensity 
I(x,y). The percentage that the ith BCC occupying in the 
whole 11 BCCs can be described by 
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with highest pi as dominant colors. M is the dominant color 
number. Here, T1 is a threshold controlling dominant color 
number. The dominant colors is represented as 
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where ci is the ith dominant color; pi represents its 
percentage value; µi and σi are its color mean and color 
standard variation. 

Finally, for the reference image and input image, match 
their dominant colors, and perform color correction for the 
pixel Iin(x, y) 
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2. 3 Extend to Multi-view Video 
The CIEL*a*b* color space was intended to be a 

perceptually uniform color space, so that equal distance in 
the color space represent equal perceived differences in 
appearance. Color difference is defined as the Euclidean 
distance between two images in this color space 

* * 2 * 2 * 2( ) ( ) ( )abE L a b∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆                                 (4) 

To extend to multi-view video, by defining multi-view 
key frames, the color difference ∆Ek between input image 
and reference image can be obtained. For other multi-view 
frames, dominant color information of key frame is used for 
correction with color difference ∆Ek+i. If |∆Ek+i -∆Ek|>T2, 
update current frame as key frame and implement color 
correction again. 

3.  Experimental Results 
Experiments are performed on multi-view image sequence 
‘objects2’, ‘flamenco1’ and ‘golf1’[5]. Figs.1-3(a) and (b) 
show the reference image and input image of ‘objects2’, 
‘flamenco1’ and ‘golf1’ in the first and second viewpoints. 
Figs.1-3(c) show the corrected image with foreground, and 
Figs.1-3(d) show the corrected image with background. For 



indoor scene, such as ‘objects2’ and ‘flamenco1’, the 
foreground influence is very clear, while for ‘golf1’, the 
influence can almost be neglected. Fig.4 shows color 
differences between the reference image and the original 
input image, the input image corrected frame by frame, and 
the input image corrected with dominant color tracking. 
From the figure, it is obvious that the proposed method 
achieves almost smallest color difference, as well as 
smallest key frames number. 
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Fig.1 ‘flamenco1’ correction results 
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Fig.2 ‘objects2’ correction results 
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Fig.3 ‘golf1’ correction results 
(a): Reference image; (b): Input image; (c) Corrected image with foreground; (d) Corrected image with background 
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Fig.4 Color difference comparison


